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INTRODUCTIONDear Readers: We have
gleaned the material for these pages from
every known source, and have spent many
days and months in arranging these facts
that you might not only be pleased, but
instructed. Now, as we present this volume
to you, receive it and read it in the spirit in
which it is written, and we will be
happy.We owe a debt of thanks to our
many friends for the cheerful assistance
rendered; and especially do we thank
Messrs. J. S. Mavity, John H. McCann and
J. B. Bradley for their personal interest and
zeal for the successful publication and
distribution of this book.It is proper and
right to say that the author is responsible
for the historical facts; but for the
biographical
sketches
others
are
responsible. Very sincerely,PREFACEThe
richest heritage of any generation is the
heroism and valor of a noble ancestry. The
mind and the heart are the only secure
places for such a glorious heritage. From
lip to ear, or from printed page to eye, are
the only methods by which such values are
handed down. He who collects and puts in
lasting form for us the items of such
inheritance has done us service that
exceeds all possible compensation.The
only apology offered by the author for the
production of this book is a desire to render
to the former and present citizens of Lewis
County that enduring service of a
connected history of their devoted
fathers.What is dearer to us than the
traditions of our fathers .f^ What is sweeter
than the loving service of our mothers. To
have a book telling us of the heroic deeds
of our ancestors is a privilege few possess;
but with such we are favored in the
possession of this book. It tells us that
these fertile fields were once peopled with
trees and clinging vines that yielded to the
swing of the axmans blade in the hand of
our fathers. It tells us that the smiling
meadows were once the wilderness home
of thetreacherous Red ]Man, and were
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bought for us at the price of blood and life.
It tells us that these laughing brooks and
streams that now sing their songs of wealth
and plenty were once the battle lines of our
sires contesting with the savage for a home
in the wilds. These templed hills of Lewis
County that echo the call of the happy
plowman or the laughter of the merry
milkmaid had their first silence broken by
the crack of the rifle and the groan of the
suffering pioneer.But lost in the midst of
the gathering years are the glories of those
struggling heroes. Buried in unmarked
graves of sacred soil are the forms of our
immortal deadforgotten their work; unsung
their praises; unthanked their service.From
the fast-fading memory of the oldest
inhabitants the author has gathered the
folklore and traditions that render the
unwritten records of Lewis County; and
with much care and toil, from documents
and letters fading with age, he has gathered
the authentic history and put it all in a form
convenient and permanent.So that now
while the ivy, myrtle, and clambering
wild-rose drape with fadeless green and
recurring blossom the resting-places of our
loved and own, in the chimney seat or
parlors of our (lod-blest Home, Sweet
Home weshall read the records of their
loving toil. Or while the winter snow
blankets with the emblem of purity the
narrow beds of the silent dead; or while the
wintry winds chant the requiem of peace
over those tired but resting servants of the
pastwith this book in hand we will revive
our thoughts and increase our love as we
read again and again the undying deeds of
our noble sires; and we will drop our tears
of gratitude and love to the memory of our
precious mothers, those Madonnas of the
AYoods and Hills.George AYalter Bunton.
Covington, Ky., June 1, 1912.
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